TO THE COURT OF FIRST INSTANCE AND SOLE INSTRUCTION OF BOLTAÑA
The Judge Mrs. MARIA SAENZ MARTINEZ
C / Luis Fatas 28, 22340 Boltaña
AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS
I, Cipix Freeman, as a living free man, declare under my autograph and live fingerprint, that the
following facts and explanatory memorandum are real, and there is no rebuttal to this day.
FACTS
On March 25, 2021, at the address C / La Peña 12, 22370 de Oto, a certified letter from your
entity was received and destined for the legal person Ciprian Constantin Ghita for its summons
in legal proceedings, under the following defects of form:
1. The letter was collected by a woman living at the same address and not by the addressee. Also
on the envelope of the letter she puts an unintelligible and misspelled name.
2. The letter is unsigned and does not specify who is the complainant of the summons.
3. The letter does not specify the reason for the summons, only an interview "for the practice of
judicial proceedings." I do not know what this represents, I do not do theatrical performances
and I honorably decline the invitation.
4. The letter received is NOT signed by a living man / woman, so I have no way of verifying its
origin, or if it is authentic.
5. The letter received is NOT signed by a living man / woman, so it cannot be determined who is
responsible or final administrator of these actions.
6. In the letter it puts as quoted (in the lower right part) a name of a legal person that does not
belong to any living man, and it is also spelled incorrectly.
Once the summons is known, I INFORM the sending entity that the letter is not intended for a
living man, the addressee being a fiction, a legal person or a dead person who CANNOT respond
as will be proven in the explanatory memorandum and documentation provided in this
statement.
Therefore, not knowing the reasons for the aforementioned summons, not identifying myself as
the addressee of the same and being aware that I have not carried out any act that has caused
direct damage or harm to another living being,
I EXPOSE
1. I, Cipix Freeman, am NOT a legal person, I am a living man, who is not under any jurisdiction
of any "State" or "company" or other living being or legal person under the following
precepts:

a. I, Cipix Freeman accept only Natural Law and Common Law, in case of direct damage
to another living being, theft or destruction of property or in private personal
matters.
b. If someone has proof or can demonstrate that he is the owner of my body, of my
mind, of my living being Cipix Freeman, then let him prove it in front of me. But this
would be proof of SLAVERY, and from what we already know slavery is ILLEGAL.
c. I, Cipix Freeman, as a living man, have never consented, signed and imprinted, to be
a slave under any jurisdiction.
d. I, Cipix Freeman, am NOT a Spanish citizen, and I have never signed any contract and
have never given my consent to any Spanish Government or the Spanish State
Company.
e. I, Cipix Freeman, living man, have registered the copyright of the name Ciprian
Constantin Ghita (see attached proof document)
f. I, Cipix Freeman, living man, am the administrator of the legal entity Ciprian
Constantin Ghita (see attached document), but I do not identify myself with him.
g. I, Cipix Freeman, am NOT a public agent, of any state or company, I only manifest in
a private capacity.
h. My body is my own property, my body is the territory of my country, and any
violation of my body is violation of my territory.
i. I, Cipix Freeman, as a living, free and sovereign man, do not give my consent to
anyone, who makes any human or inhuman treatment, medical, or who imposes me
to suffer or enjoy the treatment. I am the sole owner of my own body and I only
decide on it.
2. As can be seen from the attached documents regarding my private capacity, Cipix Freeman
has complete jurisdiction over the legal entity Ciprian Constantin Ghita, and I hereby notify
you of the first warning notice:
a. The common law public notice is posted on my own public website
https://www.cipix.eu/public-notice/?lang=en
b. The trust on the legal entity Ciprian Constantin Ghita has been registered with the
registration number of the Uniform Commercial Code 2020-302-7190-4, filed in the
Office of the Secretary of State in Washington, nunc pro tunc until 1971 (see
attached document). https://www.cipix.eu/public-notice/?lang=en
c. On the same website mentioned (https://www.cipix.eu/fee-schedule/?lang=en ) you
can find the same rate schedule for each type of damage that is attempted to be
done to my body, as a living man.
3. That I provide all the supporting documentation of the foregoing in this statement within the
annexes.

For all the above,
I REQUEST THE ORGAN TO WHOM I ADDRESS
1. That prior admission of this writing and attached documents, stop and immediately file the socalled "judicial proceedings" and stop violating my fundamental rights.
2. That he does not carry out his threat to call the "Security Forces", as stated in the summons,
because if said act were consummated, I would be committing very serious crimes of
prevarication and kidnapping, being in my full right to claim responsibilities DIRECTLY TO THE
ORDERING ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS.
3. Stop the harassment of me, Cipix Freeman, or otherwise, as a living man, I am willing to impose
the sanctions publicly established on my website to anyone who hurts or damages my body or
my image, in a private capacity, DIRECTLY TO THE ORDERING ADMINISTRATORS AND
EXECUTORS.
In the event that the party to whom this letter is addressed does not agree with the foregoing or
with what is requested here, it must respond and justify, under a sworn statement and with the
corresponding supporting documents, the following aspects related to the obligations that are
entrusted to me. presuppose:
1. please affirm how & why i Cipix have any obligation to your private for profit service corporation
2. please evidence the terms and fully informed & wet autographed consent of i Cipix.
3. please confirm the name of the living man or woman who is making a claim of trespass by i Cipix
upon them.
I Cipix am not a service corporation so i Cipix only act in honour with living men. Sent in peace.
in OTO at …………………………………………………… ..
Cipix Freeman
autograph and fingerprint
All Rights Reserved
W.O.P. UCC 1-308
Authorized representative for the legal entity Ciprian Constantin Ghita

ANNEXED:
- Affidavit of status, intentions and claim of sovereignty
- Trust Security Agreement Act, UCC-1, no. 2020-302-7190-4
- UCC-1 registration document

